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ABSTRACT
Social housing deficit in Brazil is roughly 5.6 million homes. Furthermore, the highly fragmented product development process and the existence of budget constraints and adversarial relationships between stakeholders in this context often represents obstacles to high quality product delivery to end users. Cost cutting requirements often mean quality sufferings and material substandardization, when otherwise they should be seen as a trigger for creativity and innovation along the design process. As collaborative environments are important drivers for target value design applications, we aim to investigate the level of collaboration observed in the design process management on social housing projects of the Brazilian Government program "My House, My Life" (MHML). What common sense suggests is that conventional, non-collaborative design environments are common features of MHML projects, thus it is necessary to investigate how more collaborative approaches such as Target Value Design (TVD) need to be adapted for the use in such contexts. The research formulates the hypothesis that in MHML there is no full awareness of the application of IPD (Integrated Project Delivery) or IFoA (Integrated for of agreement) for achieving collaboration, but some of its features seem indeed to be used, though unconsciously. A case study has been carried out for providing evidences. This is an ongoing research effort that seeks to find potential application of TVD approach to MHML in Brazil.
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INTRODUCTION
Social housing deficit in Brazil is about 5.5 million homes (2008 data)³. In 2009, the Government launched a program called "My House, My Life" (MHML), which aims to encourage low-income people to buy their own houses. Private and public
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companies have joined this action, representing a huge challenge for the government, builders and architectural offices.

The process of product development in MHML is highly fragmented, non-collaborative, where individual interests often hinder the interactions between all actors involved in the project. Furthermore, budget constraints in MHML often represent quality loss. Conversely, budget constraints could be used as a trigger to creativity and innovation earlier in the first design concepts, in order to better meet cost targets. The end user of these products is rarely involved along the product development process; sometimes only provides feedback to the company of the product after its use.

Thus, the Target Value Design (TVD) approach could be of high potential use in such a context, to deliver greater value to the end user without sacrificing the interests of any stakeholder. The aim of this paper is to investigate whether there is evidence of use of the concepts of TVD in the product development process of MHML. We carried out an exploratory case study in a design office in charge of developing such product for a construction firm for gathering evidences. We also sought first opportunities to adapt TVD for MHML.

In Brazil, some studies (Jacomit and Granja 2009; Guadanhim et al. 2010) have investigated the possibility of the use of traditional Target Costing (TC) in social housing provided by public companies. However, some obstacles were found, such as conventional, non-collaborative environments, a law system that fosters adversarial relationships between agents, etc. In MHML, though, it is believed that some factors may create a more favorable environment for TVD/TC application. This is an ongoing research study, so the results presented in this article are partial. In this research, TVD approach is used as the main theoretical basis.

TARGET COSTING AND TARGET VALUE DESIGN

Target Costing (TC) is a profit management and planning approach, and first appeared in early 1930’s on the manufacturing industry (Zimina et al. 2012). It has mainly been used for product development to guarantee the interests of all stakeholders and to deliver greater value for the client.

Possibilities for an adoption of TC into the construction industry have been taking place; and TVD come as an adaptation of the TC to the construction industry, a far more complex process than the manufacturing industry, with several stages, like design, project definition and construction (Zimina et al. 2012). TVD seeks for true collaboration between the teams, but collaboration itself is not enough for a full application. Another important tool is the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD), where all the actors involved on the product development process work to achieve true collaboration as one, representing a challenge for all the participants.

TC/TVD IN CONSTRUCTION

Oliva and Granja (2012) literature review analyzed similarities and differences with a more critical look, between construction products with public and private clients. Then, they pointed out initial guidelines in contexts with more collaborative environment for a TC/TVD adoption and also raised possible obstacles for implementation.

The research observed two cases in Brazil for social housing program with a public client (Granja et al, 2011). The other cases considered the St Olaf Fieldhouse’s
case (Ballard and Riser, 2004), Cathedral Hill Hospital and Fairfield Medical Office Building (Zimina et al, 2012), where the clients are private. The research considered the main principles of TC.

The evidences established some considerations about the cases analyzed:

1. Cost constraints and user’s value perception should serve as a trigger to induce creativity in the design process, as a way of seeking innovative solutions that bring more quality for the product delivered, and taking into account the interests of all stakeholders;

2. All stakeholders should participate actively and collaboratively from the early stages of the design process;

3. It would be desirable that key suppliers participate in all phases of the design process, collaboratively developing creative solutions to achieve the project’s objectives;

4. It is important to establish one cardinal rule: target cost cannot be exceeded. However, in the pursuit of this objective, the quality of the final product also cannot be sacrificed. Therefore, it is necessary greater collaborative efforts, so that the attributes that do not represent value for the customer can be replaced or that creative solutions are achieved without sacrifices for any actors involved in the process;

5. Workshops with all stakeholders should be carried out to establish, clearly, the principles of the TC/TVD and the perceptions of value and quality, as product targets.

6. The research concluded that, when the client is public, there isn’t a true collaborative environment for TC adoption, and a successful application requires an intense effort to change both the traditional approach in the management of the design process and the way the process takes place, where individual interests overlap one another, and a law system that intensifies a high competition for the lower price, trading-off quality issues. When the client is private, the research shows that a more benefic environment can be achieved, so a TC/TVD adoption can be more effective. With these considerations, the present work sought a private client to investigate possible collaborative practices for a TVD approach in social housing projects.

RESEARCH METHOD

An exploratory case study was carried out with two major agents involved in the product development design process for MHML, specifically for people with salary range between US$1000.00 – US$3300.00. One of the agents is the architectural office, which develops product design for MHML. The other one is the construction company, which provides financial investments and builds the MHML products.

According to Yin (1994), a case study is used to answer questions like “why” and “how”, and also when the investigator has a little/no possibility to control the events or when the general circumstances of the phenomenon to be studied are contemporary phenomenon in a real-life context. Documental analysis and semi-structured interviews provided triangulation effectiveness.
The seventeen principles to better adoption of TVD were the basis for designing the data collection instrument and to identify opportunities of TVD adoption in MHML (Ballard 2011).

- With the help of key service providers, the customer develops and evaluates the project business case and decides whether to fund a feasibility study; in part based on the gap between the project’s allowable and market cost;
- The business case is based on a forecast of facility life cycle costs and benefits, preferably derived from an operations model; and includes specification of an allowable cost—what the customer is able and willing to pay to get life cycle benefits. Financing constraints are specified in the business case; limitations on the customer’s ability to fund the investment required to obtain life cycle benefits;
- The feasibility study involves all key members (designers, contractors, and customer stakeholders) of the team that will deliver the project if the study findings are positive;
- Feasibility is assessed through aligning ends (what’s wanted), means (conceptual design), and constraints (cost, time, location, etc.). The project proceeds to funding only if alignment is achieved, or is judged achievable during the course of the project;
- The feasibility study produces a detailed budget and schedule aligned with scope and quality requirements;
- The customer is an active and permanent member of the project delivery team;
- All team members understand the business case and stakeholder values;
- Some form of relational contract is used to align the interests of project team members with project’s objectives;
- A cardinal rule is agreed upon by project team members – cost and schedule targets cannot be exceeded, and only the customer can change target scope, quality, cost or schedule;
- The cost, schedule and quality implications of design alternatives are discussed by team members (and external stakeholders when appropriate) prior to major investments of design time;
- Cost estimating and budgeting is done continuously through intimate collaboration between members of the project team—‘over the shoulder estimating’;
- The Last Planner® system is used to coordinate the actions of team members;
- Targets are set as stretch goals to spur innovation;
- Target scope and cost are allocated to cross-functional TVD teams, typically by facility system; e.g., structural, mechanical, electrical, exterior, interiors, etc.;
• TVD teams update their cost estimates and basis of estimate (scope) frequently. Example from a major hospital project during the period when TVD teams were heavily in design: estimate updates at most every three weeks;

• The project cost estimate is updated frequently to reflect TVD team updates. This could be a plus/minus report with consolidated reports at greater intervals. Often project cost estimates are updated and reviewed in weekly meetings of TVD team coordinators and discipline leads, open to all project team members;

• Co-location is strongly advised, at least when teams are newly formed. Co-location need not be permanent; team meetings can be held weekly or more frequently.

RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the seventeen TVD principles and evidence show whether these principles are not applied or has a partial or non-systematic application. The investigation was based on questionnaires for the construction company and the architectural office, also based on theoretical basis of TVD principles. Furthermore, the company’s design process framework was observed to collect data about how the product development process is carried out.

Results show that most of the TVD principles are not applied. Only few of them are applied systematically by the company, what may suggest little collaborative environment and commitment of the participants, representing obstacles for an effective full-fledged adoption of TVD in the context.

Table 1 figures combined with questionnaires’ and the design process framework’s analysis provided an overview for the product development process, which can help to suggest the very first adaptions needed in the process to a full-fledged TVD application in MHML.

---
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Table 1: Analyzed Data and Comparison with the Theoretical Framework (Ballard 2011)
Q = Information from the questionnaires. DPF = Information from the Design Process Framework from the company.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TVD Principles (Ballard, 2011)</th>
<th>Not Applied</th>
<th>Non Systematic or Partial Application</th>
<th>Applied, but some changes are needed</th>
<th>Systematically Applied</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key service providers don’t participate in the project business case. The decisions about a feasibility study belong to the client. (Q)

The variables considered are cost, selling price and selling speed. But the constraints are not clear in this phase. (Q)

The feasibility study doesn’t involve all key service teams; but only the building company, architects, engineering and business sector. (Q)

The feasibility study only seeks for financial goals for the building company (Q)

The budget is partial. Scope and schedule are aligned during a more advanced design process phase. (Q/DPF).

The client (building company) is an active member, but a greater participation of the final user could be considered. (Q/DPF).

The client has a standard project already defined. Project teams have full understanding about these patterns and follow it with local adjustments. (Q).

The client presents a table with the paid price for each work for the design teams. It is not a real partnership. The only incentive is a continuous work flow. (Q)

Scope and cost are pre-defined according to project type, and only the client can make changes. (Q)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TVD Principles (Ballard, 2011)</th>
<th>Not Applied</th>
<th>Non Systematic or Partial Application</th>
<th>Applied, but some changes are needed</th>
<th>Systematically Applied</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Only the internal company teams discuss these implications. More &quot;outside&quot; involvement could bring new insights and ideas for the product. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Except from initial cost estimate, the detailed budget is performed after the design process is finished. A continuous update could avoid quality &quot;cuts&quot;. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>The schedule is done through tasks to be concluded by design teams, but not in a systematic way. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Because of the product standardization, all design teams should follow the defined model. New solutions could be encouraged in order to launch differentiated products. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The building company doesn't share target scope/costs. A more open policy between the participants and incentives for a more collaborative environment, could bring better design solutions. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not applied by the building company. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not applied by the building company. (Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teams meetings occurs, but with no regular frequency. (Q)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS

TC/TVD assumes collaborative environments for product development and one of the important tools for this is IPD. In MHML, detailed budgeting is performed only after the conclusion of the design process, and the ideal approach for a TC/TVD is the discussion and establishment of cost targets in the early stages of design phase, which must be updated frequently during the process, in order to provide feedback to design teams.

Key suppliers do not actively participate along the product development process. Participation in the design process, together with target costs defined at the outset, could trigger innovative solutions in order to maintain or improve the quality of the product, without exceeding cost targets.

The end user does not take part in the product development process and the determination of value perception is in charge of the contractor/builder, which defines the product’s scope, starting from the minimum standards set by the funding agency. End users’ value perceptions could have a more active role during the design process, for example through feedback of design ideas, enabling a process of continuous product improvement.

The construction company has a standard product that is only local adapted. Design solutions could be more flexible and open so that the final product could deliver greater value to the end user.

The main contractor does not share objectives, scope and cost with the other agents involved in the process. A more open policy could bring a more collaborative environment, with a better understanding of product goals for all teams.

These initial propositions bring us very useful thoughts regarding the adaptions that may be included in the design process for product development in MHML. The next steps of this research will involve gathering more data to support the development of a TC/TVD based product development process for this context.
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